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Merger and acquisition (M&A) as an enterprise behavior has become an 
important capital operation and a shortcut of realization strategy development under 
the market economy. Along with the development of scale and range, the amount of 
money involving the whole world’s merger and acquisition increasing every year. 
However, some acquisitions do not create value, and may even destroy value. 
M&A involve every conceivable facets of companies, it is also closely related to 
macroscopical economy and technological development. In this process, the price 
determining is the key step, affects the deal’s reaching and benefit allocation as well 
as development trend of companies. Traditional valuation methods tend to ignore the 
potentials of an investment owing to management flexibility, which will influence 
accuracy of estimating enterprise value. 
Based on flexible management under uncertain circumstance, this study looks at 
M&A activity in the perspective of option, introduces real option method with 
modified Black-Scholes model. Practices prove that change of asset value does not 
obey Geometry Brownian movement and long memory exists. Research puts focus on 
illustrating the difference of option value under Fractal Market Hypothesis and 
Efficient Market Hypothesis by empirical research. Through analyzing and simulating 
the process of negotiation to find the equilibrium price strategy for reduce the time 
and energy. 
This study integrates theory with practice, analyses the case about Yanzhou Coal 
Mining acquires Felix Resources. By contrast with traditional valuation method, real 
option method makes pricing decision more sciential and operable.. Fractal features 
has been verified by calculation. This study explains change and its reason of option 
price, then analyses influence of different evaluation on price equilibrium efficiency. 
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图 1-1：我国 2002－2007年并购规模 数据来源：张金鑫：《中国企业并购年鉴2008》，北京交通大学中国企业兼并重组研究中心，2008.[2] 
 
通过并购规模的趋势变化可以看出，我国的并购规模从数量和涉及金额两方
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